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QUESTION 1

HOTSPOT 

You have the Azure environment shown in the following exhibit. 

Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that completes each statement based on the information
presented in the graphic. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/vpn-gateway/vpn-gateway-peering-gateway-
transit?toc=/azure/virtual-network/toc.json 

 

QUESTION 2

Your company has two on-premises sites in New York and Los Angeles. 

Your company has Azure virtual networks in the East US Azure region and the West US Azure region. 

Each on-premises site has Azure ExpressRoute circuits to both regions. 

You need to recommend a solution that meets the following requirements: 

Outbound traffic to the Internet from workloads hosted on the virtual networks must be routed through the closest
available on-premises site. 

If an on-premises site fails, traffic from the workloads on the virtual networks to the Internet must reroute automatically
to the other site. 

What should you include in the recommendation for automatic routing configuration following a failover? 

A. Host Standby Routing Protocol (HSRP) 

B. Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) 

C. Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) 

Correct Answer: B 

Correct Answer(s): 

Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) - Microsoft does not support any router redundancy protocols (for example, HSRP,
VRRP) for high availability configurations. We rely on a redundant pair of BGP sessions per peering for high availability. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/expressroute/expressroute-routing 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/expressroute/expressroute-optimize-routing#suboptimal-routing-from- customer-
to-microsoft 
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Wrong Answers: 

Host Standby Routing Protocol (HSRP) -Microsoft does not support any router redundancy protocols (for example,
HSRP, VRRP) for high availability configurations. 

Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) -Microsoft does not support any router redundancy protocols (for example,
HSRP, VRRP) for high availability configurations. 

 

QUESTION 3

HOTSPOT 

You have two Azure App Service instances that host the web apps shown the following table. 

You deploy an Azure 2 that has one public frontend IP address and two backend pools. 

You need to publish all the web apps to the application gateway. Requests must be routed based on the HTTP host
headers. 

What is the minimum number of listeners and routing rules you should configure? To answer, select the appropriate
options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: 2 Listeners 

One listener for As1.contoso.com, and one listener for As2.contoso.com. 

Note: Multiple site hosting enables you to configure more than one web application on the same port of application
gateways using public-facing listeners. It allows you to configure a more efficient topology for your deployments by
adding up to 100+ websites to one application gateway. Each website can be directed to its own backend pool. For
example, three domains, contoso.com, fabrikam.com, and adatum.com, point to the IP address of the application
gateway. You\\'d create three multi-site listeners and configure each listener for the respective port and protocol setting. 

You can also define wildcard host names in a multi-site listener and up to 5 host names per listener. 

Box 2: 2 Routing rules 

Application Gateway request routing rules Rule type When you create a rule, you choose between basic and path-
based. 

*

 Choose basic if you want to forward all requests on the associated listener (for example, blog.contoso.com/*) to a
single backend pool. 
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*

 Choose path-based if you want to route requests from specific URL paths to specific backend pools. The path pattern is
applied only to the path of the URL, not to its query parameters. 

Associated backend pool 

Associate to the rule the backend pool that contains the backend targets that serve requests that the listener receives. 

*

 For a basic rule, only one backend pool is allowed. All requests on the associated listener are forwarded to that
backend pool. 

*

 For a path-based rule, add multiple backend pools that correspond to each URL path. The requests that match the URL
path that\\'s entered are forwarded to the corresponding backend pool. Also, add a default backend pool. Requests that 

don\\'t match any URL path in the rule are forwarded to that pool. 

Reference: https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/application-gateway/multiple-site-overview 

 

QUESTION 4

DRAG DROP 

You need to implement outbound connectivity for VMScaleSet1. The solution must meet the virtual networking
requirements and the business requirements. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/skus 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/load-balancer-outbound-connections#outboundrules 

 

QUESTION 5

You have an Azure subscription that contains an Azure App Service app. The app uses a URL of
https://www.contoso.com. 

You need to use a custom domain on Azure Front Door for www.contoso.com. The custom domain must use a
certificate from an allowed certification authority (CA). 

What should you include in the solution? 

A. an enterprise application in Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) 

B. Active Directory Certificate Services (AD CS) 

C. Azure Key Vault 

D. Azure Application Gateway 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/frontdoor/front-door-custom-domain-https 
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